The unexpected aircraft failure is one of the main disruption factors that cause flight irregularity. The aircraft schedule recovery is a challenging problem in both industrial and academic fields, especially when aircraft restoration time is uncertain, which is often ignored in previous research. This paper established a two-stage stochastic recovery model to deal with the problem. The first stage model was a resource assignment model on aircraft schedule recovery, with the objective function of minimizing delay and cancellation cost. The second stage model used simple retiming strategy to adjust the aircraft routings obtained in the first stage, with the objective function of minimizing the expected cost on recourse decision. Based on different scenarios of restoration time, the second stage model can be degenerated as several linear models. A stochastic Greedy Simulated Annealing algorithm was designed to solve the model. The computational results indicate that the proposed stochastic model and algorithm can effectively improve the feasibility of the recovery solutions, and the analysis of value of stochastic solution shows that the stochastic model is worthy of implementation in real life.
Introduction
In dynamic operation circumstances, airlines flight schedules will face different kinds of inevitable stochastic disruptions and will deviate from regular operations. As the development of air transportation, the flight schedule is planned pretty tight and the disruption often propagates in the flight network. Flight irregularity is a serious and widespread problem all over the world, which imposes significant cost to airlines, passengers, and the society. In 2013, the average on-time ratio was 78.4% in the U.S. according to the 16 main carriers' data from BTS. Each irregular flight will bring around $16,600 loss on average, including expenses for fuel, maintenance, crew, the passenger time loss, and estimate of welfare loss. In China, the average on-time ratio was only 72.34% in 2013. The average delay time increased to almost 60 minutes, and around 2,100 irregular flights were handled per day. 40% of irregular flights are caused by airlines themselves, which is the most compared to other disruption factors in China. Aircraft breakdown, schedule temporary change, passenger issues, and so forth will hinder the flights operation regularly, numerous flights will be disrupted, and thousands of passenger itineraries will be destroyed. Aircraft are the most treasured resources for airlines; it is significant for dispatchers to retime the flight schedule and reassign aircraft and crews to recover the flight schedule as soon as possible.
The research on flight recovery problem has more than 60 years history, among which the aircraft recovery problem (ARP) is one of the most concerned. Teodorović and Guberinić studied how to recover the flight schedule to minimize the total passengers delay when unexpected aircraft failure happened. They used the branch and bound algorithm to solve some small scale examples [1] . Argüello et al. discussed the flight schedule recovery problem with temporary shortage of aircraft and applied GRASP algorithmic framework to rearrange aircraft routings [2] . Rosenberger et al. studied the aircraft schedule recovery problem under shortage of aircraft or change in airport capacity. They designed heuristic algorithm framework to solve the model [3] . Bratu and Barnhart studied the flight delay and cancellation decision considering the passenger arrival delay cost [4] . Tang et al. revised the GRASP method and designed Greedy Simulated 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering Annealing (GSA) method to solve the recovery model [5] . Eggenberg et al. developed a column generation scheme to solve ARP [6] . Petersen et al. are known as the first scholars that studied the full integrated recovery formulation and approach with computational results presented [7] . Le and Wu presented iterative tree growing with node combination method to solve aircraft and crew recovery simultaneously [8] . Chan et al. established a model that integrates aircraft and passenger recovery, but no solution was offered [9] . Sinclair et al. designed a large neighborhood search heuristic algorithm to solve the integrated recovery of aircraft and passenger [10] . Hu et al. solved the integrated recovery problem of aircraft and passenger based on reduced timeband network and passenger transiting relationship [11] . Although some theoretical researches show good results in computational tests, they can barely be implemented well in real world because of the following reasons. Firstly, the disruptions are simply assumed as deterministic. For example, the restoration time of aircraft is assumed to be known as constant before decision making, which is usually hard to predict precisely even for the sophisticated maintenance staff. Secondly, as in dynamic circumstances, the recovery solution from deterministic model may be lack of robustness in operation. When the random variables become realized as time passes, the previous recovery plan may be infeasible or not satisfactory. Thus, it is necessary to study the stochastic model and algorithm on the problem. There are some researches on uncertain theory in air transportation field, such as design and optimization on flight network [12] and the flight scheduling problem [13] [14] [15] . In airline operation area, Rosenberger et al. worked on the simulation software that controls the uncertain delay time [16] . Mou and Zhao built an uncertain programming model with chance constraint and solved it based on classic Hungarian algorithm to deal with the recovery problem under stochastic flight time [17] . Arias et al. proposed a combined methodology using simulation and optimization techniques to cope with the stochastic aircraft recovery problem [18] .
In this paper, we developed a two-stage stochastic model to formulate the stochastic ARP and designed a stochastic algorithm based on GSA to solve the model. As far as we know, this paper is the first to bring the uncertain aircraft restoration time into the recovery problem.
Problem Statement and Model
When aircraft failure happens, there are several strategies to recover the flight schedule back to the regular status. The basic strategies to recover the flight timetable are delay and cancellation. For aircraft rerouting problem, strategies such as aircraft swap, type substitution, reserved aircraft, and ferry can be used. In Figure 1 , a small example of aircraft routings is illustrated. The grey area means aircraft A2 found failure at 07:30, and the anticipated recovery time will be 13:15. The Airline Operation Control Center (AOCC) can choose strategy to cancel flights 4 and 5; or they can just delay flights 4-7 in a row; or aircraft A1 and A2 can switch routings at 08:00 and so forth. The figure shows a classic deterministic aircraft schedule recovery problem, and all the rescheduled plans are generated on the premise that the recovery time of A2 is known in advance.
However, the recovery time above is an expected value which is usually given by airline maintenance staff. The value barely equals the actual one, which may make the current recovery plan not satisfactory or even infeasible. For example, if at 07:30 AOCC chooses to delay flight 4 until 13:15, but when it comes to the time 13:15, aircraft A2 is not available to use yet, more delays or cancellations will be incurred. Anther situation is that A2 is ready for use earlier than 13:15; then, a more cost-saving plan might be optional. Since the new disruption information will be updated frequently, it will be time consuming to redo the whole optimization iteratively. An intuitive thought is to generate a robust recovery plan and when the random restoration time of aircraft is determined, it is still feasible and satisfactory with simple recourse decision.
In this paper, the concept of stochastic aircraft recovery time is introduced, and a two-stage aircraft schedule recovery model is established. The classic two-stage stochastic fixed recourse linear model is proposed by Dantzig [19] and Beale [20] . The model is designed to choose one decision, which makes the cost of current decision and the expectation of future recourse cost minimized [21] . For flight recovery problem, the two-stage model can evaluate the influences of different rescheduled plans and the uncertainty of the disruption factors, thereby making robust decisions. In our model, the first stage model is the deterministic resource assignment model of ARP. Based on different stochastic scenarios of aircraft recovery time, the recourse model will adjust the recovery plan obtained in the first stage. The strategy of recourse model is retiming the flights but maintaining aircraft routings generated in the first stage. It ensures the feasibility of recourse model and the simple linear formulation can guarantee the computational speed. Cancellation and aircraft swap can also be implemented as strategies in recourse model, but they will not change the essence of the model.
Stochastic Model.
In the research of deterministic aircraft recovery problem, resource assignment model is one of the most prevalent ones because it can describe the problem in a complete and concise way. Our first stage model is referred to Argüello et al. 's model [2] . Flights are implicitly generated as routings which will be assigned to aircraft. The notions are defined as follows:
(1) Sets are as follows:
: flight set, indexed by . : available aircraft set, indexed by . : airport set, indexed by . : feasible aircraft routing set, indexed by .
(2) Parameters are as follows:
, : equal to 1 if flight is in aircraft routing , otherwise, equal to 0.
, : equal to 1 if aircraft routing will end at airport , otherwise, equal to 0. : the cancellation cost of flight . ℎ :, the required amount of aircraft at airport , at the end of recovery process.
: the delay cost of assigning aircraft to routing .
(3) Decision variables are as follows:
: equal to 1 if aircraft is assigned to routing , otherwise, equal to 0.
: equal to 1 if flight is cancelled, otherwise, equal to 0.
Using the above notations, the first stage resource assignment model for aircraft recovery problem is
The objective function (1) minimizes the cost of flight delay and cancellation. Constraints (2) are flight coverage constraints. For any flight , it either be cancelled or assigned to a routing. Constraints (3) are aircraft balance constraints, which require certain amount of aircraft in different airports at the end of recovery process to preserve the future regular operation. Constraints (4) confine that each aircraft can only be assigned to one routing. Constraints (5) and (6) are nonnegative constraints for decision variables. The deterministic model has an underlying work: the aircraft routings are already generated on the premise that aircraft recovery time is fixed. However, as we mentioned above, it is hard to determine the time in real operation. The research on aircraft reliability and maintainability [22] also supports this point of view. Therefore, an expected cost that is incurred by stochasticity is added to the optimization model; it reflects the possible changes of the rescheduled plans in the first stage. The general stochastic model formulation is as follows:
The objective function (7) of the stochastic model consists of two parts. The first one is the objective function (1); the second one Q( , ) is the expected cost of the future recourse decision on the rescheduled plans obtained at the first stage. Here, and in the following text, and are the simplified symbols which denote and in the deterministic model, respectively. Formula (8) is the general form of constraints (2)-(4). Constraints (9) are the nonnegative constraints. It is a standard two-stage recourse stochastic integer programming model.
Recourse Model.
Since operations of flight schedule weave so many resources together, frequent severe changes on recovery plan are not preferred. Thus, it is meaningful to get a flexible, robust but also cost-saving recovery plan when disruption happens. Particularly, as the time passes, when the uncertain variables are determined, the selected rescheduled plan in the first stage can be implemented smoothly with or without minor adjustments. To obtain such rescheduled plan quickly is more acceptable than simply the pursuit of optimal solution in deterministic model of NP-Hard problem. Figure 2 illustrates one rescheduled plan obtained in the first stage model from the same example in Figure 1 . It swaps aircraft routings of aircraft A1 and A2 and delayed the flights 1-3. Obviously, the plan is drawn on the given aircraft recovery time, which is the end of the grey interval. In reality, the A2 recovery time may be a random variable with probability density function (PDF) curve in the figure, and its range is ∇ . If A2 turns out to be ready at 14:00, then flights 1-3 will be redelayed in a row; if the new arrival time of flight 3 is beyond the curfew time of airport AAA, it will be cancelled, which will break the aircraft balance also; or it will be delayed until the curfew time is over, which will impose severe delay to the flight. This situation will be reflected in terms of risk cost in the recourse model. The deterministic aircraft schedule recovery problem is an NP-hard problem; so no algorithm can be proved to be capable of obtaining optimality in polynomial time. A quick recovery solution is preferred and sometimes required. For two-stage stochastic model, there are a bunch of recourse models to be solved on each feasible solution obtained in the first stage. It requires the recourse model to be simple to solve. Let T denote the aircraft recovery time vector. It consists of every disrupted aircraft recovery time, which is considered as a continuous variable, and every available time for undisrupted aircraft which is a constant variable. Then, the objective function of the recourse model can be modeled as Q( , ) = ∫ Q( , , T)dT. Since the objective function is nonlinear and the PDF of the random variable is usually hard to obtain as well, we can discretize the aircraft recovery time without losing precision. The combinations of discretized points from every aircraft construct the finite scenario set Ω. Let ∈ Ω denote one scenario (combination), and Pr( ) is the probability of . The recourse cost of the rescheduled plan can be expressed in the following:
Besides notions in the first stage model, some other notions used in recourse model are listed as follows: The recourse model can be established as follows:
Mathematical Problems in Engineering
The objective function of the recourse model (11) minimizes the expected cost on the recourse strategy of the first stage plan due to uncertainty of aircraft recovery time. For each scenario , the recourse cost contains two parts: one is cost of flight retiming; if the aircraft can be ready before the expected time, Δ − Δ will be negative value; the other one is the risk cost of curfew breaking after retiming in the recourse stage. Constraints (12) are flight consistency constraints, which define the relationship between flight departure, arrival, and delay time. Constraints (13) require that aircraft cannot fly flights until it is ready. Constraints (14) require the minimum turnaround time (MTT) of adjacent flights in one aircraft routing. Notice that variables and ( ) depend on the decision variables and in the first stage; once they are determined and passed to the recourse model, constraints (13) and (14) are degenerated to be linear constraints. Constraints (15) determine the value of V , for each flight under scenario ; if new departure/arrival time of violates the curfew time of its departure/arrival airport, V , is forced to be 1; otherwise, it should be 0. Constraints (16) are the nonnegative constraints of the model.
Algorithm
Although solving the deterministic model of ARP is already very complicated; there are some successful results on the research of the algorithm. Precise algorithm such as column generation [6] and heuristic methods such as GRASP [2] and GSA [5] can obtain satisfactory solutions in tractable time. To extend the deterministic model to stochastic, one will make the scale of the problem larger and increase the computation complexity. If the recourse model is linear and the scenarios are limited, the stochastic model can always be transferred to equivalent deterministic model, which makes the problem scale even larger. Different from long-term scheduling problem, a quick solution is required for recovery problem. To solve the two-stage stochastic model efficiently, we design stochastic algorithm framework combining GSA [5] and simple retiming strategy, which concerns the stochastic structure of the problem.
For the first stage model, decision variables and can be obtained through GSA algorithm. As paper [5] states, the algorithm has 3 steps generally as follows: Once the decision variables in the first stage model are passed to the second stage model, the model can be degenerated to several easy-solving linear optimization recourse models. As the aircraft routing's flights are fixed in the recourse model, the only adjustment of the rescheduled plan is to retime the flights as tight as possible (only consider aircraft recovery time and MTT) to minimize the objective function as long as it is feasible. If the retiming solution is not feasible, which can only be curfew violation under such condition, there are two ways to deal with this: one is to cancel the violation flight; the other one is to delay the flight until curfew is over. The cost of curfew breaking will be represented as . Therefore, Q( , , ) will be obtained for each scenario ∈ Ω, and Q( , ) can be computed according to (10) since scenarios are independent of each other.
The end criterion can be set as upper bound of the computational time since the recovery problem requires quick response in real operation. It can also be set as enough number of solutions or maximum iteration number, which will give the decision maker a lot of flexibility in operation. The detail algorithm steps are described as follows.
Step 1 (initialization). Let denote iteration number. Step 2. Construct initial feasible solution in the first stage model. Take the expectation of aircraft recovery time as constant variable; then, delay the aircraft routings in a row to get 0 . Set = 1 and = 0 .
Step 3. Construct neighboring solutions through 5 different operations; choose the optimal neighboring solution for every pair of aircraft routings.
Step 4. Evaluate the neighboring solution. If the neighboring solution can decrease the objective function value of the first stage model, then add it to RCL; otherwise, add it to BRCL.
Step 5. If RCL is not empty, randomly select some neighboring solutions. If RCL is empty, randomly select neighboring solutions from BRCL, and determine whether to accept them according to Metropolis acceptance criterion from Simulated Annealing algorithm.
Step 6. Substitute the original aircraft routings using chosen neighboring solutions; obtain .
Step 7. Pass the values of decision variables of the current solution in first stage model to the recourse model, and degenerate the recourse model.
Step 8. For each disruption scenario , solve the recourse model by retiming the stochastic aircraft routings, and obtain the optimal objective function value Q * ( ).
Step 9. Compute Q * = ∑ Q * ( ) ( ), and the total cost of the two-stage model = + Q * . If < * , update * = and preserve the current recovery plan.
Step 10. Set = + 1; if end criterion is met, the current plan is the best one so far; quit the algorithm, if not, go back to
Step 3.
The flow chart of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Algorithm Complexity.
In the th iteration, for the first stage, an aircraft routing that consists of flights will need ( ) time to delay the flights to obtain the initial feasible solution. For a pair of aircraft routings that consist of and flights, respectively, the time to construct neighboring solutions by 5 different operations is ( 2 2 ). Suppose the total number of aircraft routings is ; of them are disrupted due to aircraft breakdown; there will be ( − 1) combinations of routing pairs, and the time of construct neighboring solutions in iterations is ( ( − 1) 2 2 ). For one disruption scenario, the recourse model has disrupted aircraft routings; if they contain flights in each routing, then the computational time on the recourse model will be ( ). Suppose every disrupted aircraft has discrete recovery times; the scenarios of the whole problem will be , and the objective function of recourse model needs ( ) to compute. In real world operation, an aircraft cannot execute too many flights in one day; usually , , ≤ 10. To sum up, the algorithm time complexity will be ( 2 ). It is almost impossible that many aircraft have unexpected maintenance at the same time; so the value of cannot be very large; meanwhile, since there is no need to discretize the aircraft restoration time interval to get too many points as we mentioned before, the value of for each aircraft cannot be very large. Thus, in real operations, the computational time can be controlled and the algorithm can be regarded as quasilinear.
Computational Test
A case from a Chinese airline is studied in this section. Table 1 shows the original flight schedule snapshotted from the daily flight schedule. Std and Sta in the first row mean original scheduled time of departure and arrival, respectively. 23 flights that operated by 6 aircraft are studied in this case. The unit delay cost is set to be 20 per minute, and one cancellation cost is regarded to be equivalent as 8 hours delay, which is 9,600 minutes. The cost of breaking curfew regulation is 10,000 considering possible cancellation and aircraft balance. All the domestic airports have the same curfew time window [02:00, 06:00] every day; some foreign airports such as HAN do not have curfew time. A4 undergoes unexpected failure at 11:40, according to maintenance staff; its expected restoration time is 320 minutes; that is, it will be ready at 17:00. The probability distribution of the restoration time is presented in . To study the ARP in a thorough way, we solve and compare the example using models EEV, WS, and the RP proposed in Section 2, respectively.
In solving EV, the restoration time of aircraft A4 is fixed to be 320 minutes; that is, it will be ready for use until 17:00. We run the model by GSM algorithm from Steps 1 to 6; the end criterion is set as 5 minutes of computational time or 300 incumbent solutions. Table 3 lists the final solution of the deterministic model and the total delay cost EV = = 15,900. The deterministic solution will have expected recourse cost Q = 5,928; it represents the cost of adjustment due to stochasticity if deterministic solution is implemented. The stochastic expected cost of the deterministic solution will be EEV = = + Q = 21,828. Similar method is used to run the WS model, where each value of probabilistic aircraft restoration time is treated as deterministic in the first stage model. After optimization and the computation on the expected value according to the probability table, we obtain 8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering Table 4 shows the stochastic recovery plan result. The delay cost = 16,300, and the cost of second stage recourse model is Q = 4,257; so the objective function value of the stochastic model will be RP = = + Q = 20,557. As we can observe, recovery plan in Table 3 has shorter delay cost (15,900) compared with stochastic plan (16, 300) in Table 4 without considering the uncertainty of aircraft recovery time. However, in Table 3 , aircraft A4 will operate flight F24, and it will arrive at the PVG at 02:00 in the morning; there is 50% probability that F24 is cancelled or delayed a long time due to curfew breaking and will incur more cost and loss of passenger willing if that happens. That is why the stochastic recovery plan in Table 4 has lower cost (20,557) compared with deterministic solution (21, 828) in Table 3 considering the recourse actions. In the former solution, most aircraft will land in the airports before some buffer time to the curfew time window. The changes brought by uncertainty can be absorbed; so the plan is more robust and flexible. More specifically, the expected value of perfect information (EVPI) can be defined as EVPI = RP−WS, which represents the effect of uncertainty in stochastic programs. The value of the stochastic solution VSS = EEV − RP, which is the difference between the result of using an expected value solution and the recourse problem solution. In this example, EVPI = RP − WS = 20,557 − 16,007 = 4,550. The uncertainty has brought about a lot of cost to the rescheduled solution. Compare the expected scenario analysis of rescheduled plans obtained from deterministic model and the objective function value of the two-stage stochastic model; we have VSS = EEV−RP = 21,828−20,557 = 1,271. The stochastic solution can decrease 5.8% of cost of deterministic solution, and that will be a great amount of operational cost to airlines.
Conclusion
Aircraft recovery problem due to shortage of aircraft is one of the most challenging problems in the airline operations. In this paper, the uncertainty of aircraft restoration time is introduced. The stochastic aircraft recovery problem is modeled as a two-stage stochastic recovery model. The first stage model is a deterministic resource assignment model and the second model evaluates the retiming adjustment on the solution obtained from the first stage model. Since the stochastic problem is an NP-hard problem and needs quick solution in real operation, it is impossible to use regular method to traverse the whole solution space. We designed stochastic Greedy Simulated Annealing algorithm, which combined conventional heuristic framework and simple greedy recourse method, to solve the problem. It shows the ability of obtaining satisfying solution in tractable time. A real life example is computed to analyze the proposed model and algorithm. The computational results of the stochastic model indicate the significance of considering stochastic disruption factors in the recovery problem. The study of the EVPI and VSS shows the importance of precise information and the cost-saving performance of the proposed stochastic model and algorithm.
Some interesting problems are raised for future work during the research. Besides aircraft failure, some other stochastic disruptions such as airport capacity decrease, airport temporary close, and en-route capacity change are also worthy of research. In order to increase the feasibility and accuracy of the stochastic model and algorithm in real operations, the data collection and data mining in flight irregularity should be paid more attention. Moreover, a full recovery plan for airlines consists of not only aircraft routings but also crew pairings and passenger new itineraries. Thus, research on integrated stochastic flight recovery problem is one of the interests in future work.
